
Summer Clarity Sessions 
 
The key to doing LESS and achieving MORE is simple. 
 
It’s Business Clarity. 
 
Until we understand on a deep level what our business is, who it’s 
serving, and how to encapsulate that in our content, programs and 
marketing, we’re at a major loss. We work and push and strive, but we 
make little progress no matter how much time we put in, because our 
lack of Clarity is working against us. 
 
But, when we let our Clarity work for us, it’s a game changer.  
 
For me, that looked like going from working 5 days a week and bringing 
in just over $20K in an entire year to working just 3 days a week and 
making $23K in a month!!!  
 
Business Clarity is the ticket, but the tricky thing about Clarity is, it’s 
really hard to find it all on our own. We get so stuck in our ways of 
thinking and behaving that we can’t see our way clear, so we keep 
reinventing, pivoting, rethinking and ultimately end up doubting our 
ability to make our business soar. 
 
Let me in on a secret, 99% of business success it just sticking with it! 
That’s it! 
 
You have to be in it for the long haul, and if you are, you’re golden. 
 
The thing that makes it easy to stick it out?  
 
You guessed it, Business Clarity. 



 
When you have a clear vision of where you’re heading and a clear plan 
to get there, it’s easy to stick with it. It’s easy to show up day after day 
because you know where you’re heading. It’s easy to find your flow and 
maximize your time and energy because you know exactly what you’re 
working towards. 
 
So, let’s make this fun and helpful for you. To evaluate your current level 
of Business Clarity, answer these 3 simple questions: 
 

1. What do you do? 
2. Who do you do it for? 
3. What forms does it (or can it) take? 

 
Once you know (and love!) the answers to those questions, you’re set. 
You’re ready to do LESS and achieve MORE because you’ve hit the 
Clarity tipping point, and you’re ready to find your flow. 
 
If you struggle to answer any of those questions (or don’t like or feel out 
of alignment with your responses), that’s OK too. Evolution is part of the 
deal as an entrepreneur, and your recognition of your readiness to 
transition is so very important! 
 
No matter where you stand or how far away from Business Clarity you 
feel, know that everything can change...and fast. In fact, in just 6 short 
weeks you could have the true + lasting Business Clarity you’re longing 
for and be at a totally different place in your business. Seriously. That 
soon. 
 
I’ve opened up just 2 spots for summer 1x1 coaching for the woman who 
is ready to ramp up her business big-time.  
 
 



Who is this for? 
 
You’re a go-getter who already has a business, but it’s not yet making the 
impact you know that it (and you!) is capable of. You’re not afraid to take 
action & you like fast results. (Me too!) 
 
What will it cover?  
 
These accelerated Summer Clarity Sessions are designed to help you 
jump your business forward in a big way. We’ll spend our time together 
identifying the perfect-for-you methods to majorly increase your 
visibility (and therefore income). I envision that during our time together 
you will be able to launch your first challenge for your community, land 
your first big-time guest post, be interviewed on a prominent podcast, 
connect with leaders in your industry, land your first high-end client, or 
whatever similar visibility or impact-related goals would feel best for 
you. 
 
What you get... 
 
6 weekly 1x1 sessions with me  
8 weeks of email support  
Full session notes  
Session recordings  
Accelerated format (for the woman who likes fast action and fast results!)  
Coaching will start the week of June 20th  
 
Important: This is the only way to work with me in on-going 1x1 at this 
time & when I reopen my True Clarity Coaching in the fall, the 
investment will be close to 5-figures.  
 
The investment for Summer Clarity: $3,900 or 3 payments of $1397. 
 



6 weeks from now you could have a crystal clear plan of the exact steps 
you need to take to move your business forward in a big way. Are you 
ready? I hope so! 
 
If you have any questions, please email my personal email: 
CailenAscher@gmail.com.  
 
I am only taking on 2 clients for Summer Clarity, so if you’re interested, 
please let me know asap, and I’ll reserve one for you! 
 
With love, 

Cailen 
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